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Let A be an algebra of any kind over a feld L and let L /K  be a finite separable 
extension. Let E lK  be an arbitrary extension; then 
E(~Ic L = L 1 ~) L20  ".'O Ls (1) 
where the L i are the compositums of E and L over K (cf. [2, §8]). Let CorL/KA be 
the corestriction of A ([5] or [4]) - it is an algebra over K. Then we shall show that 
E ®K Corr./K A --- (COrL,/E A L,) ®E (COrL2/E A t2) ®6""  ®E (COrLs/E A Ls) 
(2) 
as E-algebras. Here ALi =Li®~A. 
An interesting special case is when L /K  is an extension of global fields and E is 
the completion K~ of K at some (finite or infinite) prime la. Then the L i are the 
completions of L at the primes ~3ilP and so (2) becomes 
(COrL/KA)p_~ (~ Corv lpA  v (3) 
VI~ 
where Corvl p = COrL,/K ~. We remark that in the case of A = a finite-dimensional 
central simple L-algebra, (3) follows by consideration of the Brauer group and 
Theorem 11 in [5]. 
In Section 3 the integral analogue of (3) is given for rings of integers S/R in the 
global fields L /K  when the normal closure of L /K  is unramified at the primes of 
R; it is also shown that it is no longer valid in general when the extension is ramified. 
I. Tensor products of fields 
Let N be a finite extension of L with the property that N/K  is Galois - e.g., N 
could be taken to be the Galois closure of L/K. We write 
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H = Gal(N/L) c_ G = Gal(N/K). 
In the following diagram, the vertical lines denote containment: 
E®K N= NI @ N2@...@ N t 
EQK L = LI(~ L2@'" (~ Ls. 
E 
The direct summands Li and Nv are indecomposable ideals of the rings E®L and 
E®N resp., and so arerepresentatives of the distinct isomorphism classes of com- 
positums over K of E and L and of E and N resp. The group G operates on E®N 
(by acting on the second factor) as a group of semi-linear N-algebra isomorphisms: 
a(na) = a(n) a(a) (a e G, n e N, a e E ®N)  
and it has fixed subspace (E®N)C=E,  while (E@N)H=E®L.  It follows that G 
permutes the N v transitively. 
Suppose now that we consider E®N as an E®L-algebra;  then it breaks up into 
a direct sum of the ideals L i (E®N) ,  each of which is a direct sum of certain of the 
Lemma 1. I f  1 <_i<_t, the Nv in L i (E@N ) are the distinct compositums of  Li and 
N over L, and they are permuted transitively by H. 
Proof. The composite of the canonical isomorphisms 
(~ (Lj ®L N)--* ( (~) Lg) (~ L N= (E Q K L ) @ L N--~ E (~ K N 
j 
is an H-isomorphism if H acts on N in each case. Thus the composite 
L i® L N ~ (~ (Lj® L N) --% E@ K N 
is an H-monomorphism and has image Li(E@KN) since if ~,ek®lkeLi ,  
(~ ek ® ltc) ® n has image 
ek@lkn=(~, ek@l~)(l ®n)eL i (E®N) .  
Since L iQ L N is the direct sum of the compositums of L i and N over L, the lemma 
follows at once. [] 
Let Gl={aeG:aNl=Nl} .  Imbed E and Ll into Nl via the projection 
n : E®N~N I. 
Proposition 2. (a) G 1 = Gal(Nl /E)  and G1 N H = Gal(Nl/L l). 
(b) The double cosets H \  G/GI correspond bijectively to the L i. The cor- 
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respondence is determined by 
Li*'~ {tre G: trN 1 C_ Li(EQ N)} e H\  G/G1. 
Proof. (a) Clearly G 1 c_ Gal(NI/E). Let nl eND' and take a left coset decomposi- 
tion G=UtYiGl (tYl= 1). Then it is easy to see that ~,tr i (n l )e(E®N)G=E,  so 
//1 eE,  N1 G~ C_E. Thus G 1 =GaI(NI/E). Now Ll is the compositum of E and L in 
N1 and so Gal(N1/L1) = G1 OH. 
(b) If trN l KL i (E@N ), it is clear that pN! c_Li(E@N ) for all peHtrG l by 
Lemma 1. Conversely if pN! c_ L i (E(~N),  then pN 1 = r/o-N 1 for some r/e H by 
Lemma 1, so p e rltrG~ c_ HtrG~. [] 
Now choose double coset representatives tTi'G= Ul<_i<_sHtTiGl where tTi:N 1 
L i (EQN)  and tr I = 1. Then G = ~ Gltr[IH so we can choose a system of left coset 
representatives Pc_UiGltr71 of G/H: thus G=0~,~ppH.  We assume each 
a/-1 e P. Define, for each 1 _ i<_s, Pi = PO GlO-71. Let G i = criGlt771 , = GaI(Ni/E ) 
where Ni = triNl; then also GiCIH=Gal(Ni/Li) by Proposit ion 2(a). 
Lemma 3. I f  l<_i<s,  then a iP  i is a system of  left coset representatives of  
G i mod G i N n .  
The proof  is straightforward and is omitted. 
2. Corestriction 
We continue to assume L /K  is a finite separable extension and that N is a finite 
Galois extension of K containing L. Also G = Gal(N/K) and H = GaI(N/L). Let A 
be an L-algebra and set AN=N®LA.  If Qe G, then °A,v is the conjugate algebra 
determined by a- x (new action) = Q- 1 (fl)X (old action) where a e N and x e AN. We 
shall use the definit ion of  corestriction given in [4]. Let P be a system of coset 
representatives of G/H. I f  cre G and Q e P, then tr(p) e P and r/(cr, p) e H are defined 
by 
ap = cr(p) (cr, p). 
H acts on N®A by acting on N, and so for each peP  there is a o-linear isomor- 
phism tr:~AN--+'r(O)AN given by tr(x)= r/(tr, p)(x). In this way we get an action of G 
on 
®N AN 
Q~P 
and the corestriction is defined as the fixed point set: 
G 
COrL/K A = ( (~NOAN) 
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For later use we shall assume that P has been chosen as at the end of Section 1. 
Let E/K be an arbitrary extension and let the L i and N v be as in Section 1. 
Theorem. 
E QK COr L/K A -~ (~E COr Li/E A Li 
i 
as E-algebras. 
Proof. Since (E®KN)G=E, [4, §6, Theorem l(III)] implies that 
E @K COrL/K A -- [(E @K N) @N (QN OAN)]G" 
By [1, §5, Proposition 3], this is isomorphic to 
[ (~p E®N((E QK N) (~N°(N(~L A))] o 
We now show that his is isomorphic to 
[ QEQN e(E@K N(~L A)] G. (4) 
To do this it suffices to show that 
(E®N)®°(N@A) , ° (E®NQA) 
°1 ° 
(E®N)®a(O)(N®A) , a(e)(E@N@A) 
is commutative for all • ~ P and all tr ~ G and that the horizontal maps are E®N- 
algebra isomorphisms. The upper horizontal map, e.g., is 
(e® n)® (n" ®a)~e®o-l(n)n" ®a. 
The left vertical map is 
(e ® n) ® (n '® a) ~ e ® tr(n) ® q(tr, o)(n') ® a 
and the right vertical map is 
e ® n ® a ~ e ® r/(a, o)(n) ® a. 
We omit the details. 
For each Q, write E®N= (~)tv= l ~- IN v, so 
t 
°(EQN@A)-~ (~ °(o-1NvQA). 
v=l  
Now N v is the only ?Ca which does not annihilate °(o-IN~®A) and so (4) becomes 
((~)tv= 1B~) G where 
B~ = ~"(~o i- INv @A) (~Nv ~°2(~02 lNv @A) (~Nv"" (~Nv L°r(Or INv @A) 
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where P= {~O1,~O2, "",~)r}" If aNv=Nv, ,  then aBv=B v, and it follows (cf. proof of 
Proposition 2(a))that (Otv=l B~)G---B~ ' via the projection map. The 'factor' 
Ci= (~ a(R- IN l@A)  
a~P~ 
of BI is Gl-stable since the ~o in Pi are exactly those in Glaf -i. Furthermore ~o-lNl = 
a im =N i and the identity map of the ring Ni@A is a semilinear algebra iso- 
morphism 
e(NiQ A )~ '~'e(Ni® A ) 
with respect o a i :N  l ~N i. By Lemma 3, 
CorL /EAq=((~c~,° 'e (N i®LA) )  c'. 
The diagram (with rl e G1) 
~(Ni@ A ) , a,e(Ni®A )
I 
TI [ "/'i = O'iTI O"Z 1 
$ 
r'(a)(Ni®A) , r'(a'e)(NiQA) 
is commutative (we note that rl(al, Q)~ Gi AH and ri(aiQ)= air1 (~o)). It follows that 
C?t ~_ COrLi/EALi" 
Therefore B~'~- (~iCorL~/EAq, which finishes the proof of the theorem. [] 
3. Completion 
Let K be a global field and 1~ a prime of K (finite or infinite). Let E = Kp be the 
completion at p. It is well-known that the L i and N v are the completions resp. of 
L at its primes lying over p and of Nv at its primes over p. Thus we get (3) as a 
direct corollary of the theorem. 
Consider now a ring of integers R in K with integral closures S in L and T in N. 
If p is a prime of R, then as in the fractional case we get 
I? p @ R T = TI G . . . O T t 
l~p ®R S = SI ®'"®Ss  
I 
where/~p is the completion of R at p. 
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If A is an S-algebra, torsion-free and finitely generated as an S-module, the proof 
used in Sections 1 and 2 goes through in this case as well as long as we assume [6, 
Lemma 4] and the following analogue of [4, §6, Theorem 1(III)]: 
Let MI and M2 be torsion-free finitely generated T-modules on which G acts 
'semi-linearly', i.e. each a e G acts as a a-linear automorphism of Mi. Then 
(MI QT M2) G= M~ ®R ME c. (5) 
[6, Lemma 4] yields the first step of the proof of the theorem and [5] gives the last 
step. We now indicate a proof of (5) in the case when T/R is unramified. 
Let I~, be a vector space generated over N by Mi. In [4] it is shown that 
Vl O®K VEG=(V1 ® V2) c via the obvious map and so we shall consider Vl°® 
V2 c = (VI ® V2) °, a K-subspace of V 1 ® V 2 which spans it over N. We can also 
assume 
MI Qr  M2 C - I/I(~)V2 and MI° ®R M2° c_ V~I Q V~2 .
The following lemma holds whether or not T/R is unramified. 
Lemma 4. Let M be a T-lattice in the G-space V, p a prime of R, ~3 
T. Then, if M is stable under G, 
(M°)p= (M~) ° 
where the subscripts p and ~3 denote localization. 
p a prime of 
We note that M, a is not necessarily stable under G but we can nevertheless define 
(M~)C = (M~) n v c. 
Proof .  By [3, §3, Corollary 4 of Theorem 1], M= ~M~ where ~ runs over all 
primes of T, so M G= ~(M~)  G. By [3, §2, no. 4], 
(MG)p = (A~p (M~)G)p CI(~l p (M~3)G)p" 
G I If ~q~p and l _0 ,  p-to T~ and so (] (M,) is stable under p- Similarly if q is a - ~' l 'p ca • 
prime of R distinct from p, then (~3jfp(M~)C)p is stable under q-' and so must be 
= V c (since it obviously contains the spanning lattice Me).  On the other hand 
((M~)°)p=(M~) G if ~lp.  It is clear that any a eG induces an R-isomorphism 
M~3~M~o, so that (M~) s = (M,a,) s if ~IP and ~ '  p, whence the lemma. [] 
It follows easily that in proving (5) we may assume R is already a local Dedekind 
ring, and so T is a free R-module. Let al,..., a, be a basis. Let y eMi and for each 
j, l<_j<_n, set xj= ~aa(ctjy)eMi G. Then xj= ~aa(aj)a(y). Since T/R is un- 
ramified, the matrix (actj) is invertible in T, so a(y)e TMi ° for all a. Thus Mi = 
TMi ~. 
Let xl, ..., xk be a basis of M~ over R and Yl, ---, Yt an R-basis of M2 c. Then they 
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are T-bases of M 1 and ME respectively and {xi®Yj} is an R-basis of M~®RM~ 
and a T-basis of MI ®rM2. It follows at once that (MI ®rM2)C=M~®RM~. 
We therefore get the integral analogue of (3): 
Theorem. Let R be a ring of integers in the global field K, S its &tegral closure in 
L, T its integral closure in N, and assume T/R is unramified. Let A be an S-algebra, 
torsion-free and finitely generated as an S-module. Then, if p is a (finite) prime in R, 
(Cors/R A)~ --- (~ Corg~z~" A1~. (6) 
1sip 
It would seem very likely that this holds under the weaker assumption that S/R 
is unramified 1.Also one would think that there is a version of (3) for suitable rings 
S/R where S is a separable commutative R-algebra. 
We now give an example to show that (6) does not always hold (via the isomor- 
phisms providing (6) in the unramified case). 
Let K= Q, L =N= Q(¢ff, v~), R = Z, S the full ring of algebraic integers in L, 
p=(3), and A any free S-algebra of rank n, A =L®A.  Then/~D=Z3 and (since 
'fff~Q3 and 3 splits into 2 primes ~l and ~2 in L) ~q%=~q!h=Za[X/3]. 
G(L/K)-=-C2 × C2 with generators tr and r with fixed fields Q(x/-3) and Q(x/ff) resp. 
Fix an embedding L c_ Qa(x/3). Then 
Q3 ®¢? L ~ Q3 (,¢3) ~) Q3 (x/-3), ct@l,-,(al, aal) 
is an isomorphism of ©s-algebras. Let el and e: be the idempotents (1, 0) and (0, 1) 
on the right side. The action of G on the right side is o-(a,,6)=(/~,a) and 
r(a, fl) = (ra, rfl). Note that GI = { 1, r}. 
Let a~, a:, ..., a, be an S-basis of A, so also an/~p ® S-basis of/~p ®A.  Therefore 
{ai, QairQai,,®ai,,~} is an /~pQS-basis of /~p®(@oeseA). We then have the 
canonical isomorphism in the theorem of this algebra with 
under which its basis goes to the ~q%-basis {(ai, Qai,)®(ai,,®ai~)}. Let M l= 
A!s , ® Di!s , and M E = a(A!s 2 ® ~A!~2). Then /~p ® Cors/R A is isomorphic to 
(M1 ®ME) °' and it can be shown that this properly contains 
M~' ® M~' = Cor~, Ip A~, ® Cor~2lp A~ if dim A > 1; 
we shall carry out the calculations explicitly now for the case n = dim A = 2. 
If we set Xl = al ® al, x2 = a2 ® a2, x3 = al ® aE, x4 = a2 ® al, then xl, x2, x3, x4 is a 
basis of M 1 which z takes to xl, x2, x4, x3. M2 has a similar basis Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4. Let 1, 
o~ be a basis of S~ over/~. A basis of (MI®M2) °~ consists of the 16 vectors: xi®Yi, 
flXi®Y 3 + flrxi®Y4, I~x3®yj + flrx4®Yj, flx3®Y3 + flrx4®Y4, flx3®Y4+ flrx4®Y3, 
1 Note added in proof. That this is so is shown in [6]. 
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where i, j = 1, 2 and fl = 1, o9. Similarly M~' has as basis x l, x2, x3 + x4, o9x3 + o9~x4; 
this and the similar basis of M2 a' lead to a basis of  M~'  ®M2 c' which, when ex- 
pressed in terms of the basis of  (MI ®M2) G', has a matrix consisting of  a 12 × 12 
identity matrix plus 
N(og) Tr(w) 
Tr(og) 1 
0 -1  
(7) 
whose determinant is 4N(o9) - Tr(og) 2 = 12 = -A  where A = discriminant of ,~ , / /~ .  
In the general case dim A = n, a similar argument shows that the transition matrix 
consists of an identity matrix plus g = (n (n  - 1)/2) 2 copies of (7) and so the 'index' 
of  the right side of  (6) in the left side is ( -12) g - thus the index as Abel ian groups 
is 3 g. 
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